
P-RECURRENCE IN TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS1

JOHN D. BAUM

It is the purpose of this paper to extend the notions of recurrence,

both positive and negative [3, Chap. 7],2 to transformation groups

whose phase groups are more general than the integers or the reals.

The notion of regional recurrence is similarly treated and various

applications to other topics of topological dynamics are given.

1. Definitions. The general reference for definitions is [3]. Through-

out the paper (X, T, ir) will denote a transformation group for which

X is a compact Hausdorff space. Whenever it is stated that X is a

uniform space, it will be implicitly assumed that the (Hausdorff)

topology of X is the one induced by the uniformity. It is further as-

sumed that T is abelian. P and Q will be used to denote replete semi-

groups in T, which are distinct from T. Full use of all these hypoth-

eses is not required in every theorem. For x£-X" the P-limit set of x,

Px, is defined as in [l, 2.06]. Let EQT, then £ is P-extensive pro-

vided EC\pP^0 for each p£P. Let x£X, then x is \P-recurrent]

\P-regionally recurrent}3 provided that for each neighborhood, U, of

x there exists a P-extensive set £ in T such that r££ implies

{xr£t/} { VrC\'Ü9í0\. It is now clear that the restriction P^T is

justified, for if we were to allow equality it would follow that each

point x£-X" is P-recurrent. This would make P-recurrence too weak

a property to be of much interest. It is also clear that a point x£X is

recurrent if and only if x is P-recurrent for each replete semigroup

P in T. A similar statement holds for regional recurrence. T is said

to be \P-regionally recurrent] [regionally recurrent] provided that

for each x G X, x is {P-regionally recurrent}  {regionally recurrent}.

2. P-recurrence.

Lemma 1. Let xGX, let P be a replete semigroup in T, then the follow-

ing statements are pairwise equivalent:
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(1) x is P-recurrent, i.e. if U is a neighborhood of x, then there exists

a P-extensive set EQT such that xEQ U.

(2) xEPx.

(3) Cl (xP) =PX. [N.B. Cl (A) denotes the closure of the set A.]

(4) Cl (xT) = Cl (xP).
(5) If U is a neighborhood of x and if pQP, then xpPC\ U9^0.
(6) // Uis a neighborhood of x and if tQT, then xtPÍM/^0.

(7) If U is a neighborhood of x then xTQ UP~X.

(8) .rGCl (xpP) for each pEP.
(9) xGCl (xtP) for each tQT.
(10) x is pP-recurrent for each pQP.

The proof is straightforward and is omitted. It is clear that if

xQ_X and if P and Q are replete semigroups in T such that PQQ,

then x is {P-recurrent} {P-regionally recurrent} implies x is \Q-

recurrent}  {Q-regionally recurrent}.

Theorem 1. Let xQ.X and let x be P-recurrent, then xt is P-recurrent

for each tQT.

Proof. xQPx by Lemma 1. Thus xtQPxt = Pxt by [3, 6.34], and

again by Lemma 1, xi is P-recurrent. This completes the proof.

We remark that if x is recurrent, then for any two replete semi-

groups P and Q in T, PX = QX; however, the converse proposition is

false, for consider the point y= ■ • ■ 00100 • • • in the bisequence

space [3, Chap. 12]. Let -X" = C1 (yl), I the integers, then clearly

X =yIVJz, where z = • • • 00000 • • • , and Px — z for each xQ.X and

each replete semigroup P in I. We observe, however, that y is not

recurrent.

In case T is generative [l, 1.01 ] and separable there is an intimate

connection between P-recurrence and P-asymptoticity [l, 2.03],

namely, the following statements are pairwise equivalent: (1) x is not

P-recurrent, (2) xQPx, (3) x | pPx, i.e. x is P-asymptotic to Px.

It is known [3, 6.14] that if 5 is a closed syndetic subgroup of T

and P a replete semigroup in T, then PC\S is a replete semigroup in

S. The following lemma asserts something more.

Lemma 2. Let S be a closed syndetic subgroup of T, let P be a replete

semigroup in T, then Pr^T if and only if PC^St^S.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. We show the necessity. Assume

the contrary, i.e. P(~\S = S and P^T. Let KQT be compact such

that T=SK. Since K is compact, there exists tQ.T such that tKQP.

Thus PDPPDtKPDtKSDtTDT, whence P = P, contrary to hy-
pothesis. This completes the proof.
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Theorem 2. Let S be a closed syndetic subgroup in T, let P be a re-

plete semigroup in T, then ECS is PC\S-extensive if and only if E is

P-extensive.

Proof. Let ECS he P-extensive in T; then EC\pPj±0 for each

pCP- Then certainly EC\p(Pr\S)j¿0 for each pC-P(~\S, whence £

is Pf^S-extensive.

Conversely, let ECS he PHS-extensive in 5, i.e.EC\p(Pr\S)^0

for each pCPC^S. Let qCP and let KCT he compact such that

T = SR; then there exists tCT such that tRCP~l. Thus StR = SRt

= Tt=T, and we may assume that RCP~l- Since qCT, q = sp_1,

wheresCSandp~1CRCP~1, whences = qp. Now {s,e} isacompact

set in S, therefore there exists rCS such that \rs, r] CPf^S. Then

Er\rs(PC\S)9±0 and a fortiori EC\rsP = Er\rqpP?i0, whence

EC\qPZ^EC\q(rpP)7i0. Thus £ is P-extensive in T. This completes

the proof.

Theorem 3 (Inheritance theorem). Let S be a closed syndetic

subgroup in T, let T be locally compact, and let P be a replete semigroup

in T then :

(1) if xCX, x is PC\S-recurrent if and only if x is P-recurrent.

(2) S is pointwise PC\S-recurrent if and only if T is pointwise P-

recurrent, i.e. each xCX is PC\S-recurrent if and only if each x is P-

recurrent.

Proof. Let £ be P-extensive in T, C compact in T and ECBC.

Let tCT such that tCCP~x- Since we may assume that e(£C, we have

tCP-1- Let pCP, then Ei\t-1pP^0; thus let aCE such that
a = t~lpq, where qCP- We have also that a = bc, where b£-B and

cCC Thus at = bct = btc = bpo~1, where pf1 = tcCtCCP~1- Therefore

b = atpo = pqt-npo = pqpoE-pP, whence BC\pP^0. Thus B is P-ex-
tensive. The conclusion follows from Lemma 2, Theorem 2 and [3,

3.36]. This completes the proof.

3. P-regional recurrence.

Lemma 3. Let x£X, then the following statements are pairwise equi-

valent:

(1) x is P-regionally recurrent, i.e. if U is a neighborhood of x, then

there exists a P-extensive set Ein Tsuch that rCE implies U(~\Ur9i0.

(2) // Uis a neighborhood of x, then UC\UqP9i0 for each qCP-

(3) If U is a neighborhood of x, then xGCl ( UqP) for each qE-P-
(4) If U is a neighborhood of x and if tCT, then Uf~\ UtqP 9*0 for

each qE-P-
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(5) If U is a neighborhood of x and if tQT, then #£C1 (UtqP) for
each qQ.P.

(6) If U is a neighborhood of x, then xTQCl (UqP) for each a£P.
(7) If U is a neighborhood of x, then Cl (^P)CCl (UqP) for each

çGP.

The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Lemma 4. Let xQX and let P be a replete semigroup in T. Let x be

P-regionally recurrent, and let y£Cl (xT), then y is P-regionally recur-

rent.

Proof. [3, 3.27].

Theorem 4. Let xQ.X, then each point of Px is P-regionally recur-

rent.

Proof. Let yQ.Px, and let U be a neighborhood of y, then

yGCl (xpP)QCl (xP) for each PQ.P. Let p0&P such that xp0£U.
Now y G Cl (xpopP) for each p QP ; thus let qp QpP such that xpqp £ U.

Let E = Up£p P^pQp- We show that E is P-extensive. Let s£P,

then there exists q,QpQP such thatpälsp,QE. Thus p¡rlsqíQ-.pa~1s(p0P)

= sP, and E(~\sP t¿ 0. We show that y is P-regionally recurrent. Let

rQE, r=p¡r1pqp for some pQP; then since xpaQ U, xp0r = xp0(pô'1pqp)

= xpqpQ ¡Jr. Since xpqvQ. U, we have U(~\ TJrj¿0. This completes the

proof.

Although the following theorem is only a minor variation of [3,

7.15], it will be needed in the sequel, and had best be stated explicitly

here.

Theorem 5. Let T be generative, let T be P-regionally recurrent and

let R be the set of all P-recurrent points of X. Then :

(1) // X is metrizable, R is an invariant residual G¡ set in X.

(2) If X is complete, then X = C1 (R).

Proof. Use [3, 3.31] and [3, 6.09].

Theorem 6. Let A be the set of all P-regionally recurrent points of X,

then

(1) A is nonvacuous, closed, and invariant in X.

(2) If T is generative and separable, then each point of X—A is

P-asymptotic to A.

Proof. (1) By [3, 6.34] Pxj¿0 for each x£AT, and by Theorem 4

A Z)Px, whence A ̂ 0. Let y£Cl (A), and let U be any open neigh-

borhood of y, then JJC\Aj£-0. Let aQU(~\A, then since U is open,
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U is a neighborhood of a ; and since a is P-regionally recurrent, there

exists a P-extensive set £CP such that rG£ implies Ur(~\'U?i0.

This, however, implies that y is P-regionally recurrent, whence y E-A,

and A is closed.

Finally let yEA, then, by Lemma 4, yt is P-regionally recurrent

for each tET, whence A is invariant.

(2) Let xE-X—A, then since P^C^, the conclusion follows from

[l, 2.12]. This completes the proof.

Theorem 7. Let X be a complete metric space, let T be generative,

then T is P-regionally recurrent if and only if the set of all P-recurrent

points of X is dense in X.

Proof. We remark that if x is P-recurrent then x is P-regionally

recurrent. The result then follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 6(1),

and Theorem 5.

Theorem 8. Let S be a closed syndetic subgroup of T and let T be

locally compact. Then S is PC\S-regionally recurrent if and only if T is

P-regionally recurrent.

Proof. Let 5 be PHS-regionally recurrent. Let x£X, and let U

he a neighborhood of x; then there exists a PHS-extensive set ECS

such that rEE implies UC\Ur9*-0. However, by Theorem 2, £ is

P-extensive, whence T is P-regionally recurrent.

Conversely, let T be P-regionally recurrent, let xEX, and let U

he a neighborhood of x. Then there exists an open neighborhood {70 of

x and a compact symmetric neighborhood  V of e in T such that

uavcu.
Now there exists tETsuch that tVCP, whence tEP- Let pEPC\S

CP, then ptVPCP3CP and V(ptP)r\SCpPC\S. We proceed in-
ductively: there exists ptpiEptP such that UvCMJoptpi?*-0. Thus

there exists xiELJo such that XiptpiEUo. There exists t/1; an open

neighborhood of Xi, such that UiC Uo and UiptpiC U0.

At the ith step: there exists ptpi+iEptP such that Uir\ UiptpiC0.

Thus there exists xi+iEUi such that xi+iptpi+iEUi. There exists

Ui+i, an open neighborhood of xi+i, such that Ui+iC Ui and Ui+iptpi+i

CUi.
There exists RCT, compact, such that T = SR. For each i = l,

2, • • ■ , there exists SiES and kiEK such that ptpi = Siki. By [3,

6.22] we can find n positive integers, »i, i2, •••,»» (fiel) such that

t'i<t2< • • • <in and kifiii ■ ■ • kinESV. Since UijptPtiGUii„t for
j = 2, 3, • • • , n, and since U^ptp^CUo, we have U^ptp^ptp^

CUiJftp^CUo, and in general UiJ>ntnpin ■ • • phCU0. Also UinCU0,
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whence Uinpntnpin ■ • ■ p^CUopWpi. ■ • • piv Thus U0r\U0pntnpia

■ • ■ pilre0. Now pntnpin ■ ■ ■ pi^skijiii ■ ■ • kin, where fstfi,

• • • sinQS. Select s0QS and vQ F such that s0v = kilki, • • • kin; then

pnnpin ■ • ■ ph=ss0v.

Define q-pntnpin ■ ■ ■ PijT1. We observe that q = ss0QS and that

qQptPV, whence qQptPVC\SQpPr\S, and since pQPC\S,
qQ:p(Pr\S)=pPr\S. Now UoV-1iMJ0p'>tnpia ■ ■ ■ phirl = U^rir\U0q

¿¿0. But Uov^QUoVQU, and U0QU, thus U(~\Uq*0. Since
qQ.P(P(~^S) and since pQPC\S was arbitrary, we have that

UÍ~\Up(Pr\S)5¿0 for each pQPC\S, whence, by Lemma 3, x is

PnS-regionally recurrent. This completes the proof.

There is available another notion of recurrence parallel to compact

asymptoticity [l, 2.19]. We explore this notion briefly in the re-

mainder of this section. Let T be a noncompact group, then EQT

is said to be compactly extensive provided that for each compact set

KQT, Er\(T — K)¿¿0. Let xQX, then x is said to be compactly

recurrent provided that for each neighborhood U of x there exists a

compactly extensive set PCP such that xEQ U.

Lemma 5. Let T be a noncompact group and let P be a replete semi-

group in T. Let KQT be compact, then there exists qQP such that

qPC\K = 0.

Proof. We recall the basic assumption of §1, that P^T. Assume

the statement false, i.e. for each qQP, qP(~\K?£0. This implies that

PQP~lK, whence T^PP^QKP-'P^QKP-1, and T=KP~\ Now
since K is compact, there exists tQT such that tK~lQP, and then

T = tT = tT~lQtK-lPQPPQP, and P = T. This contradiction com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 9. Let P be a replete semigroup in T, let xQX be P-recur-

rent, then x is compactly recurrent.

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of x and let KQT be compact.

Since x is P-recurrent, there exists a P-extensive set PCP such that

xEQU. We show that E is compactly extensive. By Lemma 5 there

exists ff£P such that K(~\qP = 0, whence (T—K)Z)qP, and since

EC\qP^0, it follows that EC\(T-K)^0. This completes the

proof.

4. Applications. We define the P-center of the transformation group

(X, T, it) to be the greatest P-invariant subset Cp of X such that P

is P-regionally recurrent on Cp, i.e. such that (Cp, T, t) is P-region-

ally recurrent. We remark that Cp is the join of the class of all P-
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invariant subsets of X on which T is P-regionally recurrent. The

center of the transformation group (X, T, it) is defined as in [3, 7.17].

Theorem 10. Let Cp be the P-center of (X, T, it), then the following

are valid statements:

(1) Cp is closed in X.

(2) Cp is contained in the set of all P-regionally recurrent points of X.

(3) If x is P-recurrent, Cp~2)Px.

(4) Cp*0.

Proof. (1) and (2) are clear.

(3) Let yEPx. By Lemma 1, Cl (xT)=Px. Let U he a neighbor-

hood of y in Px, then there exists tET such that xtE U. Let F be a

neighborhood of xt \nPx such that VCU and let F= V'C\PX, where

V is a neighborhood of xt in X. By Theorem 1 xt is P-recurrent, thus

there exists a P-extensive set £C T such that xtEC V. Let rEE, then

xtrE V, and since xtE V, xtrE V'r. Also since xt, xtrEPx = Cl (xT),

we have xtEV'(~\PX = V, and xtrE V'rC\Px = Vr, whence 0^Vi\Vr

C U(~\ Ur. Thus Px is a P-invariant subset of X on which P is P-

regionally recurrent, and CpZ)Px.

(4) We remark that [3, 2.22] guarantees the existence of a recur-

rent point xEX. It is clear that x is recurrent if and only if x is

P-recurrent for each replete semigroup P in T. The result then fol-

lows from (3) above and [3, 6.34]. This completes the proof.

Another approach to the P-center is the following: if F is an in-

variant subset of X, define F* to be the set of all points of Fat which

the transformation group (F, T, tv) is P-regionally recurrent. For

each ordinal a define PRa as follows:

(1) PR« = X.
(2) If a is a succession ordinal, then PRa = (PRa — 1)*.

(3) If a is a limiting ordinal, then PRa = n^<a PRß.

Then:
(1) There exists a least ordinal y such that PRy = PRa for all a>7.

(2) If X is second countable, then y is countable.

(3) PRy = CP.
We also remark that if C is the center of (X, T, it) and if (P is the class

of all replete semigroups in T, then CCfii>e(P Cp.

Theorem 11. Let X be a complete metric space and let T be genera-

tive, then the P-center of (X, T, t) coincides with the closure of the set

of all P-recurrent points of X.

Proof. Let Rp be the collection of all P-recurrent points of X and

let Rcp be the collection of all P-recurrent points of Cp. By Theorem
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6, Cp = C1 (Rcp). We show RP = RCp. Let xQRCP and let F be a

neighborhood of x in Cp, then V= VT\Cp, where V is a neighborhood

of x in X. Since xQRcp, there exists a P-extensive set £ in P such

that xEQVQV, whence xQRp. Conversely, let xQRP, then since

x is P-recurrent, P is pointwise P-regionally recurrent on xT, i.e.

(xT, T, it) is P-regionally recurrent. Hence xTQCp, and xQRcp.

Thus Rp = RCp, and this completes the proof.

Let 5 be a subset of P and let MQX. The set M is called 5-w-

compressible provided MSQM implies MS = M. We now explore the

relation between P-recurrence and incompressibility.

Theorem 12. T is pointwise P-recurrent if and only if each closed set

in X is pP-incompressible for each pQP.

Proof. Let P be pointwise P-recurrent, let MQX be closed and let

pQ-P such that MpPQM. Let xQM, then xpPQMpPQM. We
remark that by Lemma 1, xQ-Px = Cl (xP) and that by [3, 6.34]

Px is invariant, consequently xQPx = Pxp2P = ([Cl (xP)]p)pP

= [Cl (xpP)]pPQ[Cl (M)]pP = MpP, whence xQMpP and
MQMpP. Thus M=MpP.

Conversely, let each closed set of X be /»P-incompressible for each

pQP. Let xQX, let pQP and let M=C\ (x\JxpP). Then Jlf^P
CCI (xpP)QM and by hypothesis MpP = C1 (xpP)=M. It follows
that x£Cl (xpP) for each />£P and by Lemma 1, x is P-recurrent.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 13. P is pointwise P-recurrent if and only if each open set

in X is p~xP~x-incompressible for each pQP.

Proof. Let T be pointwise P-recurrent. We remark that by Lemma

1, xTQUP^1 for each neighborhood U of x, and thus xT = xTp~l

QUp~lP-1 for each pQP.

Let M be an open set in X and let pQP such that Mp^P^QM.

Let xQ-M, then there exists a neighborhood U of x such that UQM.

Thus xQ-xTQUp-'P-iQMp-ip-1, and MQMp~lP~\ whence
M-Mp-lP~l.

Conversely, let each open set of X be £-1P-1-incompressible.

Let tQT, then since T=P~lP, t = r~lq, where r, çGP; also let pQP

and define M=Ut\JUP-\ Then Mq^p^P'1 = Utq^p^P-1

VJUq-^P-^P-^QUr-^P-^KJUq-^P-iQUP-^QM, and since
by hypothesis Mq-lp-lP-1 = Af it follows that Mq^p^P'1 = Í/P-1

= M, whence UtQUP'1. Thus xtQUtQUP'1 for each i£P and

xPC i/P-1. By Lemma 1, x is P-recurrent. This completes the proof.
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Corollary. Let P be a replete semigroup in T and let each {closed}

[open] set in X be \pF'-incompressible] [p~lP~l-incompressible) for

each pEP, then Cp — X.

Theorem 14. Let X be a compact metric space, let T be generative and

let P be a replete semigroup in T. Let C be the center of X and Cp be

the P-center. For BCX and xEX define P(x, B) as in [2, Definition

2.1], and let N(B) be defined to be any open set containing B. Then if

xEX, P(x, N(Cp)) =P(x, N(Q) = 1.

Proof. Let R he the set of all recurrent points of X, let RP he the

set of all P-recurrent points of X, and let A be the minimal center

of attraction of X [2, Definition 3.4]. If x is recurrent, then clearly x

is P-recurrent, hence RPZ)R and by [2, Theorem 4.2], RZ)A. Fur-

thermore by Theorem 11, Cp = Cl (Rp) and C = Cl (R), whence

CpDCDA and it follows by [2, Theorem 3.6] that P(x, N(CP))
— P(x, N(C)) = 1. This completes the proof.
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